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Part A (Short answer questions)
Answer all questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

1.  What is social work?

2.  What is Friedlander's definition of social work?

3.  Write a short note on scope of social work in Child Welfare Services.

4.  Write any four assumptions of social work.

5.  Write a short note on Preventive Function.

6.  Elizabethan poor law 1601.

7.  What is Dharma mahamathras?

8.  Name any four social reform movements in india.

9.  Write a short note on Dhorabji Tata School of Social Work.

10.  Octavia Hill.

11.  Define social policy.

12.  Write a short note on Values relating the individual.

13.  Principle of Self Determination.

14.  Social workers ethical responsibilities to the social work profession.

15.  Right based approach in social work.

   (Ceiling: 25 Marks)
Part B (Paragraph questions)

Answer all questions. Each question carries 5 marks.

16.  Write a short essay on primary methods of social work.



17.  Discuss the development of social work education in India.

18.  Elucidate social work as a profession.

19.  Write a short essay on social service and social welfare.

20.  Write a short essay on social health.

21.  What is social legislation? Describe goals and objectives.

22.  Discuss social welfare administration as a method of social work.

23.  Describe the need and importance of observation visits.

(Ceiling: 35 Marks)
Part C (Essay questions)

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 10 marks.

24.  What is social work? Describe the secondary methods of social work.

25.  Highlight the emergence of social work profession in UK and USA.

26.  Write a detailed essay on social reform and social justice.

27.  Discuss the major philosophical assumptions of social work.

(2 × 10 = 20 Marks)
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